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Abstract:  

The electrochemical oxygen evolution reaction (OER) is an 

important half-cell reaction in the industrial production of 

numerous inorganic chemicals. However, over the last decade it 
has also received growing attention as scalable proton- and 

electron-providing process for use in the production of solar 

fuels, such as hydrogen, hydrocarbons, or alcohols carried out in 
water- and CO2-electrolyzers. To operate these emerging 

devices efficiently and economically in the future, active and 

stable electrocatalysts will be critical. While advances have been 
made in understanding and tuning OER efficiency and activity, 

the stability of OER catalysts and the reduction of their 

degradation continue to be major challenges. While most 
stability studies limit themselves to short-term testing in idealized 

three-electrode setups, a much stronger focus on advancing our 

understanding of degradation of OER catalysts in realistic 
Membrane Electrode Assemblies (MEAs), deployable in 

electrolyzer devices yielding industrial current densities, is 

critically needed. 

This review addresses the technical challenges, their scientific 

basis, as well as recent progress and the road ahead with 
respect to the stability and degradation of OER catalysts 

operating at electrolyzer anodes in acidic environments with an 

emphasis on MEA based operation. First, we start clarifying the 
complexity associated with the term “catalyst stability”, cover 

today’s performance targets and outline major catalyst 

degradation mechanisms and their mitigation strategies. Then 
we evaluate suitable in-situ experimental methods to get insight 

into catalyst degradation and describe achievements in tuning 

OER catalyst stability. Finally, we highlight the importance of 
identifying universal figures of merit for stability and develop a 

comprehensive accelerated life test (ALT) that would yield 

comparable performance data across labs and catalyst types. 
As a whole, this review will help to disseminate and highlight the 

important relations between structure, composition and stability 

of OER catalysis under different operating conditions. 
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1. Introduction 

A modified Klass model predicts fossil fuel depletion times for oil, coal and gas are about  35, 107 and 

37 years, respectively from the year 2012.[1]  To reduce the fossil fuel dependency and the  alarming 

emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs)[2], global research on renewable energy such as solar, wind and 

hydro power has intensified. However, cost reduction, adequate energy storage and well-designed power-

grid integration are required in order to completely replace fossil fuels.[3] Among the potential energy 

storage solutions, hydrogen-based storage is emerging as a promising technology.[4] A study conducted 

by the US DOE, using the GREET model, shows gaseous H2 at Standard Temperature and Pressure (STP) 

conditions has a lower heating value (LHV) and higher heating value (HHV) of 120.2 and 142.2 MJ kg-

1, respectively.[5] This is the highest value out of all liquid and gas fuels considered in this DOE study.  

The “hydrogen economy” was coined by John Bockris in a General Motors talk in 1970 and is defined as 

an energy-delivery system that utilizes hydrogen gas as the driving fuel.[6] A hydrogen economy consists 

of: i) an energy conversion device (e.g., hydrogen fuel cell), ii) a storage system (e.g., pressurized tanks), 

and iii) a continuous H2 production system (e.g., water electrolyzers) at industrial scales with efficient 

distribution infrastructures. Electrolysis of water to hydrogen and oxygen gas requires electricity as the 

source of energy, cathode and anode electrodes with appropriate catalytic properties and a supporting 

electrolyte, which could be alkaline or acidic. Alkaline water electrolysis is a mature hydrogen producing 

technology with 100 MW capacity plants reported as early as 1920, producing H2 gas for use in ammonia 

production and petroleum refining.[7] Alkaline electrolyzers have proven lifetimes of up to 15 years and 

operate safely and reliably.[8] A typical alkaline electrolysis cell operates at a temperature of 80 °C using 

a 30-50 wt.-% KOH electrolyte, and one of Ni, Co or Fe as the anode catalyst and has maximum allowable 

current densities of about 0.4 mA cm-2.[7, 9] The anodic and cathodic equations for alkaline electrolysis 

are shown in equation (1) and (2), respectively 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝑯𝑯−(𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂) → 𝑯𝑯𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐+ 
𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐(𝒈𝒈) + 𝟐𝟐𝒆𝒆− (1) [anode, E°

ox = 0.40 V vs. SHE] 𝟐𝟐𝑯𝑯𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐(𝒍𝒍) + 𝟐𝟐𝒆𝒆− →  𝑯𝑯𝟐𝟐(𝒈𝒈) + 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝑯𝑯−(𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂)(2) [cathode, E°
red = -0.83 V vs. SHE] 

Fig. 1 shows an alkaline electrolyzer with the migration of hydroxide ions and release of gaseous 

products.[10] Alkaline electrolysis, however, suffers from a number of significant limitations such as low 

maximum current densities due to large ohmic losses[9a] and the possibility of forming explosive gas 

mixtures.[10] Ohmic losses have been partially addressed using smart design architectures such as a zero-

gap separator system.[9b]  
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Fig. 1: Alkaline electrolyzer components and migration of chemical species within[10]; reprinted with permission from IEEE 

Acidic electrolysis, using proton exchange membrane water electrolyzers (PEMWE), is a more recent 

technology that features a gas-tight (≤ 0.2 mm thickness) solid phase polymer membrane with H+ as a 

charge carrier instead of OH-.[10] Commercial membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) used for the 

PEMWE typically use noble metal catalysts with mass loadings in the order of 0.05 – 2 mg cm-2 such as 

a Pt cathode and an Ir or IrO2-based anode.[11] A schematic of the PEMWE is shown in Fig. 2 with the 

anodic and cathodic reactions shown in (3) and (4), respectively. 

 

Fig. 2: PEMWE with migration of chemical species[10]; reprinted with permission from IEEE 𝑯𝑯𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐(𝒍𝒍) →  
𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐(𝒈𝒈) + 𝟐𝟐𝑯𝑯+(𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂) + 𝟐𝟐𝒆𝒆− (3) [anode, E°ox = 1.23 V vs. SHE] 𝟐𝟐𝑯𝑯+(𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂) + 𝟐𝟐𝒆𝒆− →  𝑯𝑯𝟐𝟐(𝒈𝒈) (4) [cathode, E°red = 0.00 V] 
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Some immediate benefits of PEMWE are higher hydrogen production capacities, higher maximum 

allowable current densities, higher conversion, and higher gas purities as shown in Table 1.[12]
 

Table 1: State-of-the-art specifications for alkaline and PEM electrolyzes adapted from [12]. Reprinted with permission from 

Elsevier 

Specifications Alkaline Electrolysis PEM Electrolysis 

Cell temperature / °C 60 - 80 50 - 80 

Cell pressure / bar < 30 < 30 

Current Density / A cm-2 0.2 - 0.4 0.6 - 2.0 

Cell Voltage / V 1.8 - 2.4 1.8 - 2.2 

Power Density / W cm-2 < 1 < 4.4 

Voltage efficiency HHV / % 62 - 82 67 - 82 

Specif. energy consumption: 

Stack / kW h Nm-3 4.2 - 5.9 4.2 - 5.6 

Specif. energy consumption: 

System / kW h  Nm-3 
4.5 - 7.0 4.5 - 7.5 

Lower partial load range / % 20-40 0 - 10 

Cell area / m2 > 4 < 0.03 

H2 production rate:               

Stack-system / Nm3 h-1 
< 760 < 10 

Stack lifetime / h < 90,000 < 20,000 

System lifetime / years 20 - 30 10 - 20 

Degradation rate / µV h-1 < 3 < 14 

 

A wider adoption of PEMWE technology requires further cost reduction, increased durability, and 

improved responses to fluctuating loads.[9a, 13] In particular, the anodic reaction, where water oxidation 

occurs, requires very active and stable catalysts because of the sluggish kinetics of the 4-electron OER-

process.[14] Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations have shown that the slow kinetics of OER can 

be largely attributed to the weak adsorption of OOH(ads) on the surface of the catalyst.[14d, 15] Relatively 

high kinetic activities of state-of-the-art noble metal catalysts such as Ru and Ir-based catalysts are linked 

to a near-optimal binding energy of the OOH(ads) and the good metallic conductivity of their oxides.[16]  

According to Bertuccioli et al. the anode catalyst only constitutes 6 % of the overall system cost.[17] 

Nonetheless, several reasons drive the reduction of noble-metal loading. Vesborg and Jaramillo report the 

scalability of PEM electrolysis at the TW level to be limited by the short and inelastic (coupled to Pt 

production) supply of Ir.[18] Recent numbers by Ayers et al. also state the catalyst coated membrane 

(CCM) and within that the noble metal loading to become a major cost driver at MW scales and above.[19]
 

A common approach in OER catalyst design has been the use of mixed metal oxide catalysts (MMO), 

particularly the oxides of Ir-Ru.[20] Other methods include mixed noble metal and transition metal oxides 

or completely noble-metal free oxides for OER. Currently, active development areas include using a 

corrosion resistant support material for OER catalysts in order to enhance the specific surface area and 

durability.[21]  
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The growing plethora of prototype catalyst materials, synthesis methods and architectures, demands a 

logical and rigorous set of characterization methods which will ensure meaningful and continuous 

improvement in this area of research. McCrory et al. have emphasized the current lack of standardized 

tests with respect to OER stability results.[22] In the case of integrated photoelectrochemical cells (PECs), 

this was demonstrated via a stability-reactivity plot and has provided a motivation to develop a universal 

OER catalyst evaluation scheme. McCrory et al. plot the overpotential after 2 h of operation at 10 mA cm-

2 vs. the initial overpotential at same current density (x-axis). A diagonal line through the origin, in such 

a plot, represents ideal stability corresponding to zero change in overpotential. Each catalyst point is 

colored according to the calculated roughness factor. This diagram allows one to easily assess a catalyst’s 

activity and stability at a glance. The closer to the origin a catalyst appears, the more active it is, whereas 

the distance to the line through the origin shows stability. 

In this paper, we critically review literature-reported methods of achieving and quantifying OER catalyst 

stability, then identify crucial parameters for the activity and stability of OER catalysts, and finally 

propose a standardized OER catalyst stability protocol for water electrolysis applications. It is our hope 

that the proposed protocol would help in bridging the current gaps that exist in the area of measuring OER 

catalyst stability, and provide the researchers a path to adopt and expand upon.  

2. Figures of merit / research targets 

Industrial targets, figures of merits and testing protocols for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) are 

generally quite well-established in the field of PEM fuel cells. The corresponding picture for OER 

catalysts in PEM electrolyzers is quite different: i) catalytic activities are reported as current densities 

with different normalizations (geometric, mass, specific, charge normalized etc.[23]) at arbitrarily defined 

potentials, ii) stability is measured galvano- or potentio-statically over undefined periods of time with 

largely differing shut-off criteria. A catalyst is deemed unstable when the potential rises above a certain 

level with respect to the initial potential or when a fixed voltage (e.g., 5 V) is reached. This will be 

addressed in section 5.c. It is our opinion that defining a set of common figures of merit for both activity 

and stability of OER catalysts is the first critical step for advances in the area of OER research.  

The general test protocol for OER and HER catalysts proposed by McCrory et al. is well thought-out. 

Although the protocol was reported for use in alkaline water splitting, it can be generalized to acidic 

electrolysis as well.[22] The applied figures of merit are the overpotential (η) as a measure of activity and 

the initial stability after 2 h (given as comparison of initial and final η), both at a geometric current density 
of 10 mA cm-2. The authors emphasize that their protocol is specifically targeted for testing catalysts for 

integrated photo-electrochemical cells (PEC) under an illumination equivalent to that of 1 sun (1.36 kW 

m-2).[24]  

More specifically-defined targets for the figures of merit should be developed to compare OER catalysts 

for different applications such as photoelectrochemistry, electrolyzer technology and metal-oxygen 

batteries. The activity measured at 10 mA cm-2 does not necessarily lead to predictions of the very high 

current densities reached in PEM electrolyzers. Since varying Tafel slopes in the high potential regions 
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are often observed (40-200 mV dec-1)[14d], an extrapolation to higher current densities will not yield 

accurate results. Additionally, electrode distances and geometries in PEM cells are substantially different 

compared to an RDE setup. In the case of the better-studied ORR, Kocha et al. discuss the impacts of 

these two different measurement approaches for PEM fuel cell and RDE .[25] Thus, an adequate 

examination for testing of OER catalysts should include testing the activity at both low and high current 

densities.  

According to the U.S. Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, a hydrogen cost of 2-4 $ kg-

1
H2 and an electrolyzer stack efficiency of 77 % (referenced to the lower heating value LHV) would make 

hydrogen competitive to fossil fuels.[26] The lower target of 2 $ kg-1
H2 for 2017 converts to a cell 

performance target of 1.5 V at 2 A cm-2 according to Ayers et al.[13c] The European Union funded several 

studies on electrolysis and among these WELTEMP and NEXPEL contained more precise targets.[27] In 

WELTEMP, the minimum durability requirement was rated low (5,000 h) due to targeted elevated 

temperatures (120-200 °C) and pressures of up to 30 bar.[27a] NEXPEL targets a system efficiency of 75 

% (LHV) and a lifetime of 40,000 h.[27b] NEXPEL reported that during a 500 h stability test at 0.5 A cm-

2, the performance losses amounted to 3 µV h-1. However, the initial activity at 1.55 VRHE was only 0.12 

A cm-2 and thus far away from the DOE target. Further research efforts are currently ongoing in the 

follow-up project NOVEL, which is part of the Horizon 2020 programme of the EU.[28] Table 3 

summarizes the targets of these projects as well as a number of other OER studies reported in the 

literature. 

Table 3: Compiled figures of merit of PEM WE studies; italics: elevated temperatures above 120 °C 

E / V  

vs. RHE 
j Δη / mV h-1 

PGM loading / mg 

cm-2 
runtime / h reference 

- 10 A g-1 - - - Fabbri[13a] 

- 10 mA cm-2 - - 2 McCrory[22] 

1.65 1.6 A cm-2 0.006 - 60-80,000 SA Inc.[29] 

1.7 1 A cm-2 < 0.02 < 0.5 - Giner[30] 

1.5 2 A cm-2 - 2 50,000 Ayers[13c] 

1.55 1 A cm-2 20 2 5,000 WELTEMP[27a] 

- - 0.015 0.8 40,000 NEXPEL[27b] 

- - < 0.015 0.5 40,000 NOVEL[28] 

 

3. Quantification 

Catalytic activity can either be reported as an intrinsic value (e.g., exchange current density, j0) or as a 

value at fixed condition(s) (e.g., current density at a fixed potential or vice versa).[23b, 31] A turnover 

frequency (TOF), as commonly used in catalysis, is difficult to measure, since the real surface area or the 
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number of catalytically active sites is usually unknown. Although the determination of the 

electrocatalytically active area for OER is not the focus of this paper, it is worthwhile to mention its 

importance and associated challenges.[32] Normalizing the current to a geometric surface area does not 

consider catalyst mass loading, porosity or the number of active sites. Thus, the geometric current density 

does not necessarily reflect the actual performance of an electrocatalyst, hence is of limited scientific 

value. For engineering purposes and stack design, this normalization can reflect the maximum current 

that can be drawn out of a specific cell design. However, for a rigorous comparison of real catalytic 

activities, normalization to a more specific measure such as an active surface area is preferred. A recently 

proposed method by Watzele and Bandarenka (discussed in section 5.b.i) appears to be the most 

promising attempt at finding a generalized surface area measurement.[33] In the absence of a uniquely 

defined method for active area quantification which could ideally be generalized to different types of 

catalysts, normalization to the mass or molar loading of active material should yield the most comparable 

values.  

Catalyst stability can either be represented by changes in the catalyst activity or by a more direct measure 

of the catalyst's physiochemical properties (e.g., dissolution of the active component or agglomeration). 

While the decay of activity is generally correlated to the stability, it may not always reflect the actual 

stability of the catalyst. If, for example, the catalyst dissolution creates a rougher surface with more active 

sites exposed to electrolyte, a decay in activity may not be observed. Thus, the onset of stability loss could 

be masked in this particular case. Similarly, if initial catalyst dissolution creates a more active catalyst 

structure (e.g., core-shell particles from an initial dealloying process), initial compositional instability 

manifests itself in an activity increase. Stability itself, in turn, can therefore be strongly dependent on the 

time of measurement. 

Although the failure criteria for an unstable catalyst is easily determined by a sharp increase in 

overpotential (Fig. 3[34]), the stability test parameters are extremely varied with little to no justification. 

We summarize the most frequently occurring test parameters, reported in the literature in frequency 

histograms for cell temperature, experiment runtime, current density, choice of galvano- or potentio-static 

modes (see the supporting information).     
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Fig. 3: MEA stability test of less stable RuO2 (black,) and more stable Ru0.8Nb0.2O2 (red)[34]; reprinted with permission 

from Elsevier 

Even though PEM electrolysis operates in a fairly broad load range (see Table 1), the majority of 

published reports have focused on operation at 80 °C,  1-2 A cm-2 in galvanostatic mode and duration of 

either 24 or 100 h.[11, 22, 23c, 34-35] This common combination serves as a basis for our proposed testing 

protocol.  

Stability can be monitored by measuring the changes in the activity as measured by overpotential, for 

instance, over time (e.g., a maximum performance loss of 20 mV h-1 as targeted by WELTEMP).[27a] 

Providing a current density loss (e.g., mA cm-2 h-1), instead, may be suitable for integrated/portable 

devices which only operate in a limited range of operational voltage. Most research efforts tend to use 

voltage degradation (in mV h-1 or µV h-1) because performance loss can be reported during a period with 

constant flux of hydrogen production (i.e., constant current density operation).[27a, 36]   

While initial stability is usually assessed in galvanostatic mode, “quasi-stationary” scans with very low 

scan rates (1-6 mV s-1) are used for initial evaluation of activity. Extensive cycling as an accelerated life 

test is common in ORR catalysis (> 10,000 cycles at high scan rates ≥ 500 mV s-1) but has not been 

applied to OER to the same extent. A stepped potential, duty-cycle protocol has been reported recently.[37] 

Advantages of the two approaches will be discussed in the following sections. 

While monitoring performance losses may be sufficient for an initial estimate for stability, it does not 

provide any insight into the degradation mechanisms (e.g., corrosion of the active sites). Understanding 

the catalyst degradation or physiochemical changes which occur during operation allows researchers to 

mitigate these issues and assists them with the catalyst design-by-rationale approach. These methods will 

be addressed in section 5. 
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4. Degradation Mechanisms and Mitigation Strategies 

 

a. Molecular Mechanisms of Degradation 

Defining dissolution pathways helps identifying major parameters affecting OER electrocatalyst stability. 

Although a limited number of studies in the literature have discussed this topic, such investigations have 

been published as early as 1994.[38] Early studies differentiated between internal and external deactivation. 

Martelli et al. distinguish between (i) support passivation, (ii) catalyst consumption  and (iii) detachment 

during extreme conditions  such as start-up/shut-down procedures.[38a]  

i. Support Passivation 

During passivation, the oxidation of an underlying metal support is considered to remove parts of the 

catalyst layer from the reaction regime by impeding current flow through a non/semi-conductive oxide 

layer. Additionally, oxidized support can grow into the catalyst and reduce the reaction rate by forming a 

new phase. As a result, the areas that are still in adequate contact will be subjected to a higher current if 

the overall current density is held constant. Higher currents result in faster support passivation, thus this 

self-accelerating process will eventually lead to a total deactivation of the catalyst. Two modes of support 

passivation are mentioned: i) the passivation layer may either grow into the support material or ii) a mixed 

oxide layer with the catalyst can form on top, thus reversing the direction of passive layer growth. For 

IrO2 supported on titanium, both modes could be observed for medium to high calcination temperatures, 

as reported recently by Reier et al.[39] Martelli et al. concluded substrate passivation in dimensionally 

stable anodes (DSAs) for OER to be a direct function of current density. Additionally, certain impurities 

(e.g., fluorides) in the electrolyte or cell are reported to increase support passivation or destruction. In 

particular, F- is reported to dissolve Ti upon polarization even when present in ppm levels.[38a] This leads 

directly to case (ii): catalyst consumption. 

ii. Catalyst Consumption 

Organic impurities, such as methanol or aliphatic -CN groups[38a], are often good chelating or complexing 

agents for metal ions and thus may enhance catalyst consumption by dissolution. Organic or inorganic 

impurity-driven dissolution emphasizes the need for clean electrolytes and materials. Potential-driven 

catalyst dissolution is known for ruthenium oxide by the formation of soluble RuO4 at high potentials (≥ 

1.4 VRHE
[40]). A volatile IrO3 species is known, and reported to exist at a high potential value of ~ 

2.05 VRHE (see Fig. 4).  
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Fig. 4: Pourbaix diagram of a) ruthenium and b) iridium[41]; reprinted with permission from Pergamon Press  

An important concept often discussed for catalyst dissolution mechanisms is the fact that dissolution and 

the OER share an intermediate species and therefore occur simultaneously.  

A publication by Cherevko et al. compares Tafel slopes with the dissolution rate.[42] An almost linear 

correlation is revealed in the range of 0.1-1.6 mA cm-2, which can serve as an indicator for the apparent 

mechanism and thus stability. This correlation also shows that activity and stability are not necessarily 

inversely related. If oxygen evolves through a “solution route” without the interaction of the oxide layer, 

the Tafel slope will be high (≥ 100 mV decade-1) but the dissolution rate will be low (≤ 0.1 ng cm-2 s-1), 

because the oxide structure is less stressed in this process. For lower Tafel slopes of  ≤ 50 mV decade-1, 

an “oxide route”, with participation of lattice oxygen (i.e., lattice oxygen evolution reaction, LOER), 

exerts more stress on the oxide layer. This stress will lead to higher dissolution rates by the necessary 

restructuring mechanism. Both pathways have been proven to exist on different oxide surfaces by isotope 

labelling experiments.[31a, 43]  

Thermodynamic considerations by Binninger et al. explain the stability differences between the “solution 

route” and “oxide route” (OER and LOER respectively).[38b] In contrast to the OER, the LOER is driven 

by the oxidation of the lattice oxygen and leaves the metal ion oxidation state unchanged. The first 

important conclusion, here, is that the OER and LOER possibly share a reaction intermediate, which 

agrees very well with observations made in dissolution experiments.[44] In conclusion, when considering 

free reaction enthalpies in the proposed reaction scheme, the OER and LOER were found to be invariably 

related. Consequently, this leads to a fixed relation of LOER and OER to dissolution, if only 

thermodynamics are considered. The second finding correlates the observed bulk oxidation by the LOER 

to the formation of a three-dimensional hydrous surface oxide regime on the surface of many OER 

catalysts. And the third conclusion is that the formed metal cation in the LOER can either dissolve, by 

different mechanisms, or recombine with hydroxide anions to return to its initial state and close the cycle. 
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A closed cycle yields a metastable state and, if the recombination is favored over the dissolution, this 

kinetic control , in principle, would lead to a stable OER catalyst material. Fig. 5 shows the suggested 

oxidation mechanism at the catalyst surface. Binninger et al. suggest inhibiting the LOER and dissolution 

by either reducing the oxygen anion mobility in a catalyst material or by replacing the oxygen anions with 

anions with a very high oxidation potential (e.g., F-).  

 
Fig. 5: Suggested schematic of oxidation mechanism at the catalyst surface by Binninger et al.[38b] LOER leads to the formation of 

a 3D-reaction regime but with proper recombination dissolution could be prevented; reprinted under CC BY 4.0 with permission 

from NPG 

In contrast to the general reaction scheme presented in Fig. 5, Cherevko et al. suggested that the shared 

intermediate between the OER and dissolution to be an Ir3+ species.[44] In agreement with other 

publications, it was suggested that OER occurs by a cyclic transition between Ir(V)/Ir(III) states, where 

Ir(III) forms the common intermediate of OER and dissolution.[44-45] For hydrous iridium oxides and their 

dry thermally prepared counterparts, distinctly different compounds were suggested as the critical Ir(III) 

species, reflecting the differences in the Tafel analysis of the solution and oxide routes (OER and LOER). 

In contrast to the Tafel relations, the authors did not find any correlation between exchange current 

density, j0, and the dissolution rate. This implies that, in principle, a catalyst system with high activity and 

low dissolution rate could exist. Besides the differences in their oxidation states, both theories agree on a 

shared intermediate and that the dissolution process is somehow related to the formation of a 

3-dimensional hydrous reaction regime for the OER. The proposed reaction scheme by Cherevko et al. is 
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shown in Fig. 6. The authors suggest that dissolution prior to OER is possible by formation of a metastable 

Ir(V) complex which can originate from single Ir(V) sites at lower potentials. Ir(III) forms only by 

disproportionation of a higher oxidation state iridium at higher potentials according to the authors.  

 

Fig. 6: Simplified Ir dissolution scheme during OER, as proposed by Cherevko et al.[44]; reprinted with permission from Elsevier 

 

iii. Catalyst Surface Blocking, Catalyst Particle Growth and Layer Detachment 

Martelli et al. have considered a possible current reversal which occurs as a result of water starvation 

during start-up and shut-down procedures.[38a] This phenomenon is widely known from H2/O2 fuel cell 

studies. In the presence of metal impurities, during current reversal mode, the anode catalyst surface can 

become blocked by cathodic metal deposition blocking active surface sites. A constant deposition and 

dissolution of electrolyte impurities and catalyst particles can initially promote catalyst porosity, hence 

activity, but its continuation will eventually lead to damaging the catalyst layer and catalyst detachment. 

In more recent investigations, it was found that reductive treatment can lead to even more severe intrinsic 

dissolution of the catalyst layer.[42] This could be the dominating mechanism during start-up and shut-

down procedures.  

Other reasons for particle loss or layer detachment are mechanical damage by bubble formation or the 

induced stress by blocked active sites that cannot participate in the reaction.[46] Chandesris et al. have 

investigated membrane thinning processes, by oxygen crossover, and temperature induced membrane 

degradation.[13d] The authors observed a dramatic increase in membrane thinning (50 % loss after 10,000 

h), when the electrolyzer cell was operated at temperatures of 80 °C or higher. Membrane degradation 

and thinning processes can reduce the catalyst layer adhesion thus inducing layer detachment. 
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Nanoparticles are intrinsically unstable with respect to their nanoscale size, as particle growth invariably 

decreases their total interfacial energy. A reaction-specific particle growth mechanism has not been 

identified for water electrolysis so far. In PEM fuel cells, three major modes of particle growth exist that 

may be applied to electrolysis as well.[47] These are: i) Ostwald ripening ii) reprecipitation, as well as iii) 

coalescence, all of which can occur simultaneously or alone. The first two mechanisms are related to 

catalyst dissolution described in section 4.a.ii. In Ostwald ripening, dissolved ions are redeposited on 

existing particles, thus increasing the average size of the particles, which is reflected in the particle size 

distribution (PSD). During re-precipitation or redeposition, however, particles form at other nucleation 

sites (e.g., defects in the support or in the ionomer). Thus, the PSD broadens indicating the variance in 

the sizes of formed small particles. In the latter case of redeposition in the ionomer, particles are being 

removed from the PSD, since usually only the catalyst layer is investigated in the TEM imaging and PSDs 

determination. The third case, i.e coalescence, is sintering of closely positioned particles. Here, the PSD 

is affected similarly to Ostwald ripening (i.e., average particle size increases), but since only particles in 

the vicinity of each other are growing, a bimodal PSD can be expected. Fig. 7 presents a schematic of the 

three modes discussed here.  

 

Fig. 7: Schematic of particle coarsening modes 

These modes of changing PSDs can indicate the active mechanism of particle growth. However, some 

ambiguity could arise because a combination of these mechanisms could also lead to the same results. 

Additionally, these mechanisms may work differently for dissolution/redeposition of metal ions from the 

oxide, especially if only partially oxidized particles are considered. Deposition of dissolved iridium 

particles in the membrane after electrolyzer tests has been observed by Thomassen et al. in NEXPEL and 

NOVEL.[36] Iridium transport mechanisms inside the membrane and a possible Ir-band formation after 

prolonged testing could provide additional information on degradation mechanisms but have not been 

investigated so far.  

b. Composition and Doping 

Empirical attempts to improve the properties of OER catalysts by mixing the two best-known materials 

date back several decades.[48] For example, iridium oxide was added to ruthenium oxide to obtain an 

enhanced catalyst with improved activity and stability.[49] It was found that adding as little as 20 mol-% 

of iridium increased the stability of the mixed oxide. However, neither stability exceeded iridium oxide 

Coalescence Redeposition Ostwald Ripening 
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nor did the activity outperform ruthenium oxide.[49] Ahn et al. report a Ru/Ir mixed oxide running for over 

700 h in a PEM cell at 1 A cm-2 and 80 °C.[35a]  

The formation of a solid solution / single phase alloy is usually considered a critical prerequisite for the 

stability of binary or ternary catalysts. Often, mixed oxide catalysts are prepared by oxidizing the metal 

alloys. Alternatively, direct decomposition of precursor mixtures can also be used which may avoid the 

problem of forming a solid solution first.[50] For single phase substitutional alloys, the four Hume Rothery 

(HR) rules can indicate whether the formation of a single binary phase is possible.[51] Although these 

empirical rules were developed for metal alloys, they could be applied to oxides as well.[52] If no solid 

solution is achieved, the formation of large single phase domains is very likely. The different activity and 

conductivity of the compounds will preferably corrode the less stable oxide. At first, this may function as 

a sacrificial agent, but severe degradation may lead to structural damage of the catalyst layer. 

Additionally, the actual current density at the remaining active domains will increase and therefore speed 

up dissolution. Grain or domain boundaries within a catalyst can decrease the material conductivity 

because of additional contact resistances.[53] As iridium and ruthenium perfectly fulfill the aforementioned 

HR criteria, early observation of Ir surface enrichment in IrRu oxides was at first unexpected. The effect 

was initially attributed to different crystallization kinetics of the oxides. Later, it was found by DFT 

calculations that iridium would preferably segregate to the surface and as a side-effect protect most of the 

ruthenium from dissolution, thus explaining the stability improvements.[54]  

Besides intermixing, iridium and ruthenium oxides have been investigated in mixtures with an extensive 

amount of other (mostly transition) metals such as Nb, Ta, Co, Ni and Sn.[55] Although most OER studies 

focus on improving or maintaining the activity, while decreasing the noble metal content, a few studies 

have addressed the stability issues.[35c, 56] Binary mixtures with Sn have been a controversial topic in the 

field of OER catalysis. Several works investigate Sn mixtures with Ir or Ru and report good to outstanding 

effects on activity and stability during different operation periods ranging from 250 h at 0.25 A cm-2 to 

500 h at 0.5 A cm-2 in a PEM electrolyzer cell (80 °C).[35i, 35j] However, in a conventional solution-based 

H-cell (50 °C, 6 N H2SO4), Ir0.5Ru0.5O2 outperforms the ternary mixture with 50 wt.-% tin by several 

hundred hours (1,200 vs. 800 h at 1 A cm-2).[16] Despite these reports, formation of a single-phased alloy 

of Ru/Ir/Sn is highly debated. The reported catalytic results vary from greatly reducing the noble metal 

content, without any activity loss, to a total loss of activity.[35j, 57] Fig. 8 shows the phase diagram for rutile 

phase, iridium tin oxides calculated by Wang et al.[58] A major miscibility gap covers most of the 

compositional range, but calculations and experimental results suggest a metastable solid solution phase 

for catalysts synthesized below 450 °C for sufficiently short calcination times (e.g., 10 min).[57a] Again, 

this emphasizes the importance of choosing the right synthesis parameters.  
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Fig. 8: Ir-Sn-oxide equilibrium phase diagram, ISS: iridium-rich solid solution; SSS: tin-rich solid solution;[58] reprinted with 

permission from Elsevier 

IrO2 and Ta2O5 composite materials with up to 30 wt.-% Ta2O5 are reported to exhibit excellent anodic 

stability (15,000 h runtime at 1 A cm-2 and 60 °C) explained by promoting the dispersion and adhesion 

of crystalline IrO2 by amorphous tantalum oxide regions.[38a] Unfortunately, the promising results have 

not been confirmed in a PEM electrolyzer setup yet.[59]  

Nb in a ternary catalyst structure with Sn and Ir was found to enhance the stability of iridium oxide. At 

40 mol-% Ir, the mixed oxide exhibits similar activity (11 mA cm-2 at 1.75 VRHE) and a reduced voltage 

loss over 44 h of OER at 11 mA cm-2, in a 1 M H2SO4 electrolyte at 40°C.[60] Subsequent studies, which 

combined the experimental approach with DFT-based calculations, showed that the activity loss may 

result from a change of the d-band structure and shift of the d-band center closer to the Fermi level. The 

metallic conductor-based theory is thought to be applicable to iridium and ruthenium oxide catalysts 

because of their metallic conductivity behavior. Doping the oxide catalyst with small amounts (up to 10 

mol-%) of fluoride has been reported to reverse the d-band center shift both theoretically and 

experimentally. This effect is hypothesized to maintain the stability gain but promote the original activity. 

Proper PEM-based tests or ALTs are required in order to show whether the runtime improvement in the 

F-doped catalyst is based on the higher activity or on intrinsically higher corrosion stability.[35f, 61]  
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To this date, a unified understanding of the OER mechanism and interactions in mixed oxide catalysts is 

missing, rendering the selection and synthesis of new materials a very difficult task. Recently, the use of 

non-precious metal Mn-based oxide catalysts in acidic media has been reported with promising 

approaches to obtain non-noble metal oxide stability in this corrosive environment.[62] Although these 

OER electrocatalysts are potentially cheaper, further improvements in their activity and stability are 

required. The initial commercialization and wide spread deployment of PEM electrolyzers will rely on 

commercially available OER catalysts which use precious metals such as iridium.    

c. Morphology 

Tailoring the morphology of OER catalysts is a key factor in controlling the accessible active sites and 

catalyst utilization. The available active area determines mass transport phenomena such as bubble 

detachment which plays an important role in the stability and activity of an OER catalyst.[63] 

Fundamental studies focusing on the catalytic performance of isolated crystal facets of a catalyst have 

helped in the understanding and improving the design of catalysts for reactions such as the ORR.[64] The 

same principles are being employed towards a deeper understanding of the OER, for instance tailoring 

the exposed facets of nanostructured catalysts for their increased performance.[65] 

Ir/Ru based materials have been investigated in different morphologies revealing size and structure 

dependent effects. While thin-film (< 100 nm) model catalysts allow studying the activity and dissolution 

in a controlled environment, size-controlled nanoparticles reflect the actual catalyst structure in a PEM 

electrolyzer. A size-effect, i.e. increasing activity with decreasing particle size (< 45 nm), for the OER 

has been observed for RuO2 particles, but was not found for Co-doped RuO2, showing that morphology 

and doping effects can be intertwined.[13b] Another more recent example is that of the IrNi oxide films for 

which both calculations and experimental results show a highly increased catalytic activity (20-fold 

higher mass activity than IrO2 at 1.53 VRHE) coupled with a strong Ni dissolution (up to 80 % loss of Ni 

content) in the initial OER scans. According to Reier et al. this results in a beneficial surface modification 

responsible for the increase of the activity.[66] The remaining ~12 % Ni content is seemingly stabilized by 

the Ir oxide matrix and, although the steady state content of Ni appears to be independent of the initial 

composition, the resulting morphology is not. In the case of IrNi oxide nanoparticles a metallic alloy is 

formed and oxidized electrochemically while nickel atoms leach out of the particles’ surface.[37] This 

selective leaching leads to particles with a core–shell structure similar to advanced ORR 

electrocatalysts[67], but with an Ir-rich, oxidized shell and a metallic IrNi core. The particles form in a 

diameter range of 5 – 10 nm with a 2 nm oxide shell after the oxidation/leaching step. During these steps, 

the surface Ni/Ir ratio decreases tremendously while the O/(Ir+Ni) ratio increases. Together with XPS 

and EXAFS data, which show a remaining Ni species in the surface region, a similar surface structure as 

in the thin-film catalysts can be proposed. Additionally, an additional influence by the electronic and 

strain effects from the underlying metallic core-structure is possible. In a preliminary stability test in a 

three-electrode cell, the IrNi3.3 core-shell particles showed a 10-fold improvement in performance at 1.47 

VRHE compared to pure iridium oxide nanoparticles rendering them a better electrocatalyst candidate for 

use in a PEM-electrolyzer cell. Similar effects have also been reported for RuNi nanoparticles.[68] 
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Morphology can be controlled in several ways. Oh et al. report the synthesis of nanodendritic iridium 

oxide particles (15-20 nm), comparable to the structure of 3M’s nanostructured thin-film (NSTF) 

electrodes.[69] These catalysts have exhibited an eight-fold increase in mass-based activity over iridium 

black thereby outperforming even high-surface area colloidal iridium oxide nanoparticles and recently 

reported Ir-based double perovskites in activity and stability by at least a two-fold improvement.[23c, 70] 

The observed improvement has been explained by an increased number of accessible active sites with a 

(1.7 ×) higher surface-to-volume ratio. However, this alone could not fully account for the stability 

increase. Several possible explanations exist for the simultaneous increase in activity and stability. A 

possible stabilization of the Ir(III) intermediate to close the LOER cycle (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) would 

explain the stability increase but no attempt at identifying the intermediates has been made in this case. 

Other reasons include better electron transport in the dendritic structure or the apparent porosity of the 

nanodendrite particles. If in the right size, the latter could promote bubble detachment at an earlier stage 

and thus reduce stress on the catalyst.  

A recent study by Zeradjanin et al. shows that a cracked surface exhibits preferred and faster bubble 

detachment as well as significantly reduced catalyst dissolution (50% lower) rates during OER.[46] The 

authors optimized the size of the cracks formed during the calcination step by first modelling the film 

strain according to coating thickness and composition in order to match the critical radius for gas bubble 

nucleation (~1 µm).[71] These examples show that a high surface area structure with preferential surface 

sites can simultaneously improve activity and stability. Lee et al.[72] found that limiting size of the bubbles 

effectively promotes their detachment, hence increasing the stability. Electrode surfaces blocked by gas 

bubbles will not participate in the reaction leading to an increase in the current passing through the 

remaining catalytically active sites causing a higher stress on these active parts of the electrode.  

Altering surface functional groups has been reported to activate the proton acceptor functionality of the 

oxygen atoms at the rutile bridge sites of Ir- and Ru-based catalysts. This changes the energies of the OH* 

and OOH* surface states next to the bridge sites in rutile structures.[68a] For other structures, it has also 

been suggested that the amount of surface OH* species increases by the leaching of less noble surface 

metal atoms (e.g., Ni) and that these species are directly correlated to the catalytic activity (higher OH-

fraction increases activity).[66] Additionally, the remaining surface concentration of the less noble 

compound reaches a steady state. 

Frydendal et al. propose the deposition of small islands of stable compounds (e.g., TiO2) on top of defect 

sites of the catalyst surface (MnO2 in this case), thereby protecting the vulnerable sites for corrosion (e.g., 

kinks and edges) with minimum reduction of the accessible active sites.[62b] This approach combines 

precise design of morphology and composition to control stability.  

d. Support Materials 

In general, catalysts in a PEM electrolyzer consist of nanoparticulate structures dispersed on an 

electrically conductive support to maximize catalyst utilization and decrease the noble metal consumption 
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in the production of membrane electrode assemblies (MEA). Thus, the choice of support, its conductivity, 

stability and catalyst-support interactions play a very important role in catalyst stability. 

Carbon based materials, which are commonly used in fuel cell research[73] (e.g., Vulcan XC-72; BET-

surface area: ~235 m2 g-1; conductivity: ~21 S cm-1), are not sufficiently stable under the harsh oxidizing 

conditions of OER and the weak interaction between support and catalyst can lead to sintering and particle 

detachment.[74] On the other hand, supports with conductivities of as low as 0.1 S cm-1 have been used in 

OER electrocatalysis[75] and can be taken as a minimum conductivity required for OER catalyst support 

structures. Conductivities of IrO2 vary between 2.7 × 104 S cm-1, for thin IrO2 films[76], and 10-2 S cm-1, 

for electroflocculated and unsupported IrO2 nanoparticle films.[77] Common catalyst supports are based 

on titanium and its oxides as well as conductive transparent oxides such as antimony- or fluorine-doped 

tin oxide and tin-doped indium oxide (ATO, FTO and ITO, respectively).[35e, 53, 78]  

Oh et al. report the synthesis of mesoporous and conductive transparent oxides. Among the investigated 

oxides, mesoporous ATO (meso-ATO) shows the highest conductivity (0.29 S cm-1) and a highly stable 

cyclability (> 10,000 cycles).[79] Similar results (0.83 S cm-1) were reported for electrospun crystalline 

ATO nanowires (nw).[80] The outstanding stability of IrO2 nanodendrites and IrNi oxide core-shell 

particles mentioned in section 4.c is further improved when supported on nanostructured ATO.[23b, 23c, 37] 

In a PEM electrolyzer cell test, the IrO2/ATO-nw catalyst reached 2 A cm-2 at 1.62 VRHE (80 °C) with an 

activity loss of 0.76 mV h-1 after 646 h at 450 mA cm-2 (35 °C).[80] In a preliminary 15 h rotating disk 

electrode (RDE) test of stability, Oh et al. maintained a working potential of ~1.5 VRHE at 10 mA cm-2 

with IrO2 nanodendrites supported on meso-ATO. Their study showed that the stability of supported IrO2 

nanostructures increased in the order of: 

unsupported < carbon < commercial ATO < nanostructured ATO.[74]  

In the case of thermally oxidized catalysts, the stability of bulk titanium supports strongly depends on the 

synthesis temperature of catalysts. At temperatures greater than 450 °C, the titanium support oxidizes. 

The oxide layer dramatically decreases performance due to higher resistance and damage to the catalyst 

structure by intergrowing TiO2 seeds.[39, 81]  

The low conductivity (usually ~10-6 S cm-1)[82] of titanium oxide renders pure TiO2 unfeasible as a support 

in PEM electrolysis. Employing titanium suboxides[83] or doping with different transition metals (e.g., W, 

Ta and Nb) have been investigated to improve the conductivity.[21a, 84] Out of these options, Nb-doped 

titanium dioxide (NTO) has been reported to tremendously increase the conductivity by a factor of 105.[85] 

A comprehensive overview of sputtered NTO films emphasizes the need for precise oxygen control 

during synthesis to obtain conductivities of up to 1.5 × 103 S cm-1.[86] Hu et al. have evaluated the OER 

performance of IrO2 nanoparticles supported on Nb-doped TiO2.[21e] They report higher conductivity but 

a strong reduction in surface area when NTO is crystallized in the rutile phase but claim a good 

compromise for conductivity and surface area (BET, 82 m2 g-1) while not stating the conductivity values 

for the anatase NTO. With a loading of 26 wt.-% IrO2 their NTO exhibits a 2.4-fold increase in mass-

normalized current density over pure IrO2. In a preliminary stability test (4 h at 1.6 VRHE) IrO2/NTO 

showed a drastically reduced loss of ECSA versus pure IrO2 (6 % and 51 % loss, respectively). 
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Transition metal carbides have been suggested as alternative acid-stable supports. For example, bulk TaC 

can reach conductivities of up to 104 S cm-1.[87] Even though the surface area is very low (0.7 m2 g-1), the 

synthesis of IrO2 supported on TaC was reported recently.[88] Unfortunately, the conductivity approaches 

zero for IrO2 loadings below 50 wt.-% IrO2. This is explained by formation of an insulating NaTaO3 

surface layer. Higher Ir loadings reach reasonable conductivities (~ 6 S cm-1) which has been attributed 

to a conductive IrO2 layer rendering the TaC support redundant. Most carbides turn out to be unstable or 

easily oxidized in OER-relevant potential regions, limiting their use as supports.[89] 

The degree of catalyst immobilization on the support influences the extent of particle detachment or 

dissolution during operation. This is defined by interaction between the support surface (groups) and the 

catalyst. Interactions range from weak electrostatic attraction to stronger connection by surface chemical 

bonds or overlayer formation of the support. These can also influence the activity, e.g., by reducing or 

adding to the electron density in the catalyst surface. By changing the activity, the catalyst may experience 

less stress because a lower potential is sufficient to induce the desired current density. This ultimately 

leads to improved stability. Additionally, as in strong metal-support interactions (SMSI) for metal 

catalysts, strong oxide metal interactions (SOMI) have been observed that could be beneficial for catalyst 

stability.[90] The formation of a thin porous oxide layer of support material on top or at the boundary of 

each catalyst particle may act as an anchor to avoid particle detachment (see Fig. 9). A partially covering 

oxide overlayer has been observed for Pt supported on TiO2 as pointed out in a recent review.[91] It is 

possible that similar effects may exist for OER catalysts as stability on ATO is significantly increased 

when the catalyst is synthesized with the support instead of a post-synthesis deposition. Plessow et al. 

calculated the adsorption energy of metal atoms (e.g., Ti) from an oxide (e.g., TiO) on a support metal 

(e.g., Ir) by DFT and conclude that this adsorption energy could be used as a valid indicator of stability 

of the oxide layer.[92] Even though oxide and support are layered in reverse order as in OER catalysts, 

conclusions can be drawn for their use in PEM electrolysis. Especially for different titanium oxide phases 

(e.g., hexagonal TiO or Ti2O3) a strong attractive interaction with Ir and Ru was found, which could 

explain the good stability on Ti-based supports. Unfortunately, the study was not extended to ATO and 

other transparent oxides. Extensive investigation of catalyst-support interactions for IrOx on ATO were 

recently reported by Oh et al.[74] The authors observed a reduced average oxidation state of IrOx on ATO 

(+3.2 vs. +4.0 for IrOx/C), together with an amorphous IrOxHy surface species and metallic Ir by depth-

profile XPS (features which do not appear for IrOx/C). The observed interactions are termed MMOSI 

(metal/metal-oxide support interactions) and are used to explain the increased stability of IrOx/ATO (21.4 

% vs. 71.6 % mass loss for IrOx/C after 15 h stability test) that cannot only be accounted for by increased 

stability of the support. According to Oh et al. strong electronic interactions by charge donation from 

ATO to IrOx nanoparticles lead to the reduced Ir oxidation state and a decreased oxide layer thickness. 

The authors correlate the anodic metal dissolution rate to the oxidizability of the metal. Thus, stabilization 

of a lower oxidation state by MMOSI could slow down Ir dissolution. This often-overlooked effect on 

OER catalysis could provide important insight for a deeper understanding of the OER catalyst degradation 

mechanism(s). 
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Fig. 9: Schematic of SMSI[91]; Reprinted with permission from Wiley 

e. Synthesis Parameters 

 
i. Synthesis Temperature 

Temperature studies on pure Ir oxide catalysts have been performed in the range of 250 to 1100 °C.[81, 93] 

Higher temperatures during calcination lead to better crystallization, accelerated crystal growth and lower 

hydration of the obtained oxide.[81, 93b] Low temperatures (≤ 400 °C) yield XRD-amorphous catalysts that 

are believed to form the active phase of the oxide, but are more challenging to characterize.[38b, 94] A high 

degree of crystallinity is generally attributed to higher stability of the oxide, whereas well-hydrated, 

amorphous oxides have shown superior activity over the former.[95] Among other theories, an increased 

OH* surface-fraction in the hydrated oxides is reported to be a factor for better activity. These results are 

usually interpreted as a universal inverse relation between activity and stability (see 4.a.ii).[38b, 96] Recent 

findings have shown that even for monometallic oxides there are exceptions where the thermodynamic 

relation is overruled by effects that are not completely understood yet.[95a] Similar observations have been 

reported for mixed oxides.[37, 97] The latter studies focused on the activity increase, but they can also hint 

about stability effects. There, changes in the activity are made without changing the crystallinity and 

therefore show deviations from the universal, inverse relation of crystallinity, activity and stability. In the 

former case, the stability of an Ir oxide film calcined at 250 °C was higher than that of a similarly active 

one calcined at 350 °C, even though the crystallinity increased for the higher temperature calcined film.[39] 

Films calcined at 450 °C and higher showed the expected inverse behavior. This intermediate state 

between low and high stability is an indication that it is possible to decouple corrosion from the OER. 

Comparing dissolution on electrochemically and thermally oxidized IrO2 films, reveals that thermally 

oxidized films exhibit strongly increased stability. A hydrous, highly active oxide film calcined at 250 °C 

is still 1-2 orders of magnitude more stable than an electrochemically oxidized film with similar 

activity.[44, 95a] These findings suggest that more factors are governing the stability of an OER catalyst and 
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that the inverse relation may be not necessarily true.[39, 66, 95a] In mixed catalysts, temperature is also a 

crucial factor in obtaining a single phase structure or a metastable phase as a synthesis intermediate.[58, 98]  

It has been shown that precise temperature control (within a few °C) and reduction of synthesis 

temperature (from 450 to 250 °C for IrO2) can produce more active catalysts which can simultaneously 

be more stable in comparison to their counterparts calcined at medium temperatures.  

ii. Synthesis Atmosphere  

During thermal or electrochemical oxidation of Ir different surface oxides can be formed depending on 

the oxygen partial pressure or the electrochemical protocol used for the  oxidation process.[65b, 99] Other 

studies on MMOs have shown that controlling the gas environment and thereby the oxygen content during 

calcination allows one to control the structure of the catalyst.[52] While these studies did not cover catalyst 

stability, Nong et al. have recently proposed that heat treatment under a N2 atmosphere leads to better 

stability for IrO2 supported on oxide catalysts.[37] A comparative study of the synthesis atmosphere 

influence on surface termination and activity-stability relations has not been done but would provide 

additional insight in this respect.  

iii. Precursors and Chemical Additives 

The decomposition temperature of precursors restricts the synthesis temperature range. Furthermore, their 

decomposition products can influence the crystallographic structure of the catalysts. These products can 

block access to metastable low-temperature structures of a catalyst or to more hydrated surface 

terminations as shown in section 4.e.i. The latter can be either beneficial, e.g., a decomposition product 

yielding a specific porosity or detrimental, e.g., a porosity increase causing structural instability, or if the 

decomposition products block the active surface sites. Chloride impurities, for example, can be leached 

out during electrolysis. The catalyst layer will be damaged during this leaching or the dissolved Cl- will 

react in the competing chlorine evolution reaction (ClER). It has also been reported that Cl- could form 

soluble IrClx species promoting dissolution.[100]  

In wet synthesis methods, additives (e.g., TTAB) can coordinate a specific crystal growth of 

nanoparticles[97] or determine the porosity of a catalyst by templating and thus influence the mass transport 

phenomena at the surface. This is an important factor in the promotion of early bubble detachment.[63b] 

iv. Deposition / Adhesion Methods 

Catalyst adhesion onto the support, or on the ionomer in MEAs, plays a significant role in long-term 

stability. Mechanical stress due to bubble formation and detachment, electronic stress by the applied 

current and increased current by blocked sites, the contact resistance between the catalyst and support as 

well as support oxidation can all negatively affect the adhesion of the catalyst.  

With catalysts directly synthesized on bulk support materials (e.g., Ti plates), adhesion is usually achieved 

by the calcination process and is sufficiently strong. This allows for more sophisticated studies of stability 

properties with simplified systems (e.g., thins films, model catalysts). In PEM electrolyzers, catalyst 
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layers are deposited directly on the membrane to increase proton conductivity from catalyst layer to 

membrane.  

Nanoparticle catalysts can be deposited on the corresponding supports by electrostatic attraction, usually 

over long periods of stirring the two materials together in a suitable medium. Alternatively, the catalyst 

can be synthesized directly onto the support[23c]. The latter allows a better catalyst adhesion because a 

chemical bond is reportedly formed which has shown to improve the catalyst performance.[37] Recently, 

Bernsmeier et al. reported a method that allows the simultaneous synthesis of a porous support and size 

controlled nanoparticles inside the pores, opening up new possibilities for maximized catalyst utilization 

and possibly decreasing the dissolution rate by trapping the nanoparticles inside the pores.[101]  

For commercial application in a PEM electrolyzer setup, an additional adhesion of catalyst is required, 

namely that of the catalyst to the membrane. There are a number of different methods for depositing a 

catalyst layer on a membrane (e.g., decal or spray coating method etc.). While these methods involve 

catalyst synthesis and deposition on the support prior to coating the membrane, other approaches have 

been published where the catalyst and ionomer layer are formed simultaneously. For example, Wang et 

al. report mild co-crystallization (120 °C, 4 h) of a partially pre-crystallized Nafion membrane with 

catalyst suspensions sprayed on both sides (see Fig. 10). These show increased stability at a high current 

density of 2 A cm-2 at 80 °C when compared to a commercial membrane.[35r] The increased stability is 

attributed to much stronger catalyst-membrane adhesion and an interweaving of the membrane and 

catalyst layer.  

 
Fig. 10: Steps of cocrystallizing catalyst and nafion membrane leading to high catalyst adhesion[35r], reprinted with permission 

from Elsevier 

Su et al. have developed the “catalyst sprayed membrane under irradiation” (CSMUI) method, where the 

catalyst suspension is dried immediately while spraying under UV light.[102] The direct evaporation of 

solvent supposedly prevents membrane swelling and cracks in the catalyst layer, while increasing the 

adhesion of the catalyst layer to the membrane. While reasons for better adhesion are not reported, the 

MEAs prepared by CSMUI show good performance at 1 A cm-2 at 80 °C, and SEM cross section images 

show no signs of delamination or catalyst layer damage after OER testing for more than 100 h.[35p] Fig. 

11 shows excellent stability for a catalyst loading of 0.4 mg cm-2, similar to that for a much higher loading 

of 2 mg cm-2.  
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Fig. 11: Stability test of a CSMUI membrane with standard and low iridium oxide loading (2 and 0.4 mg cm-2 respectively); 

operated at 1 A cm-2, 80 °C and 1 bar; compiled from [35p, 102]; reprinted with permission from Elsevier 

In light of these two developments, it seems plausible that another technique published for the fabrication 

of CCMs for fuel cells may be suitable to yield promising results for electrolyzer MEAs as well. 

Controlled synthesis of Pt nanostructures within the first 100-200 nm of the Nafion surface by electroless 

reduction in a simple two-step process was reported.[103] Transferring this method to Ir oxide based 

catalysts may improve the stability over the methods presented by Su and Wang. Given that the catalyst 

is dispersed in the outermost layers of Nafion only, this could eliminate problems of delamination. For 

all methods presented, sufficient conductivity has to be assured. Bernt et al. report the ideal ionomer 

loading in IrO2 catalyst inks for PEM electrolyzers to be 11.6 wt.-%.[104] 

 

5. Following Degradation by Materials Characterization and in-situ Techniques 

 
a. The Merit of Ex-situ Pre- and Post-Characterization of OER Catalyst Layers 

 
Inspired by the stability plot by McCrory et al.[22], we have compiled a first-of-its-kind stability chart for 

PEM electrolysis catalysts tested at 1 A cm-2 (Fig. 12).  In Fig. 12, the figure of merit for activity is still 

the same (i.e., the closer the catalyst is to the origin, the higher the activity). However, the y-axis is 

modified such that the difference in overpotential (Δη = ηfinal - ηinital) is shown instead of the end of 

experiment overpotential. This allows one to directly read the activity decay from the figure. Using the 

difference in overpotential instead of just the final test overpotential changes the reference point for 
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reading stability. This reorients the graph such that the farther the catalyst is from the x-axis, the more 

unstable it is. Scatter points were colored by their base component (Ir = green, Ru = blue; Rh = red; Pt = 
black). 

 

Fig. 12: Stability deviation in PEM electrolysis tests at 1 A cm-2; compiled from Refs [34-35, 35p, 35q] 

 

Any catalyst material should be extensively characterized before and after testing the catalytic activity 

and stability. The resulting data will provide a base set of information to evaluate governing factors of 

stability. Among the properties that should be investigated, composition and morphology play a major 

role.  

i. Morphology 

 
Morphology can be investigated by means of electron microscopy (SEM/TEM) The surface area can 

additionally be quantified by physisorption experiments such as BET but it should be kept in mind, that 

the BET surface area does not necessarily reflect the electrochemically active surface area. Transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) adds information about the catalyst dispersion on the support and crystallite 

size and shape.[105]  

Earlier publications have reported  membrane thickness after prolonged testing (for tens of thousands of 

hours) in order to investigate issues of cell failure but the overall conclusion was that these effects were 

mostly due to membrane degradation or handling of the test cell hardware, e.g., uneven compression when 

tightening the cell.[106] A more recent study correlates the observed membrane thinning to ionomer 
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corrosion measured by the fluorine release rate.[107] The peroxide intermediate of the OER is thought to 

be able to release OH radicals upon decomposition which can attack the membrane backbone and release 

fluorine during the backbone degradation reaction.[106b] Membrane thinning and subsequently catalyst 

layer damage should be expected at high current densities but are currently not well understood.[108] 

Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is the most commonly used method of visual post-mortem 

analysis.[35p, 35r] Fig. 13 shows SEM cross-sections of an MEA before and after durability testing with 

highlighted catalyst layer damage, delamination and membrane thinning. 

 

Fig. 13: SEM cross-sectional micrographs showing an MEA before (a, left) and after (b, right) the durability test revealing 

membrane thinning and delamination (red circle);[109] reprinted with permission from Elsevier 

Xu’s work focused on the role of Ir-Ti oxide interlayers between a Ti substrate and an IrO2 electrode. The 

extent of delamination of the baseline Ti/IrO2 electrode was more severe than compared to the Ti/IrOx-

TiO2/IrO2, with the latter lasting 420 hours more at 3 A cm-2 in a 4 M H2SO4 solution at 30 °C. SEM 

confirmed that delamination for the interlayer electrode was not as pronounced as evidenced by the 

relative sizes of delaminated and catalyst-free spots supposedly lost during the ALT process (up to 50 × 

50 µm vs. 500 × 600 µm for the interlayer sample and base case, respectively).[35t]  

Transmission Electron Microscopy 

TEM analysis allows for observation of particle agglomeration or corrosion of the support. Ir particle 

agglomeration was observed in Li et al.’s work, where an IrxSn1-xO2 catalyst showed Sn dissolution 

(lighter areas) and Ir agglomeration (dark areas) after 2,000 CV cycles resulting in changes in surface 

roughness (see Fig. 14).[110]  
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Fig. 14: TEM images of Ir0.67Sn0.33O2 a) before and b) after 2000 cycles[110]; reprinted with permission from RSC 

 

ii. Composition 

 
Accurate determination of catalyst composition and loading are of paramount importance for both 

fundamental and applied studies of electrocatalysis and degradation. 

ICP-OES and XRF 

Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES) or X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) 

measurements quantify the composition as well as the catalyst loading. In ICP-OES (or –MS) the catalyst 

has to be completely dissolved in order to be quantified. Loss of catalyst during the OER can be assessed 

either by: i) measuring the amount of dissolved catalyst present in the electrolyte after operation, or ii) 

dissolving the catalyst layer after the stability tests and comparing it with the initial composition.[23b, 111] 

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) detects elemental composition using the characteristic X-rays, rendering XRF 

a non-destructive method. In Total-Reflection XRF (TXRF) only the evanescent wave penetrates the 

sample and thus a depth of just a few nanometers of the sample surface is analyzed.[35e, 112]  

Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDX) 

SEM is often coupled with EDX to determine the bulk composition of a sample. A number of scanning 

procedures, including point, line, or box scan as well as elemental maps which provide more detailed 

information regarding the homogeneity and particle type are possible (see Fig. 15). EDX analysis of fresh 

and tested MEAs can provide important information on dissolution and segregation.[113] To obtain a good 

comparison of EDX spectra, the same area (by identical location SEM, IL-SEM, or scanning the whole 

MEA) must be sampled in both cases as the catalyst concentration may vary across the surface[114] The 

latter presents sizing constraints of the SEM itself and is therefore not always feasible. IL-SEM requires 

a gentle, non-intrusive and non-contaminating marking method to not affect the catalyst performance. A 

potential disadvantage of EDX analysis is that the electron beam may penetrate the MEA and provide an 

aggregate spectrum for both anode and cathode or damage the catalyst layer before operation.  
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Fig. 15: Example of an EDX scan of an Ir0.69Sn0.31O2 catalyst on carbon[110]; reprinted with permission from RSC 

X-Ray-Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 

XPS can be used to measure the surface composition and surface species of a sample, such as the various 

forms of oxygen on the surface of an oxide catalyst.[50a, 54a] By adjusting the incident beam energy the 

probing depth can be tuned and allows surface sensitive measurements.[45] In-situ XPS is covered in 

section 5.b.iv. 

iii. Crystallinity and Phase 

 
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) provides information on the crystal phase, crystallinity, ordering and average 

crystallite size.[115] In some solid solution phases, the position of the Bragg peaks could exhibit a linear 

dependence on the extent of the dopant (Vegard’s law). Knowledge of the formation of single or multiple 

phases, and a secondary method to measure the crystallite size are important to monitor the changes in 

the catalyst during or after the OER. Ferreira et al. used grazing incidence XRD (GI-XRD) to investigate 

changes in the anode and cathode of a fuel cell MEA after cycling.[116] This method is applicable to 

electrolysis MEAs as well. Materials which show poor crystallinity by XRD may be characterized by 

selected area electron diffraction (SAED) in TEM.[66]  

b. In-situ Techniques to Monitor and Understand OER Catalyst Degradation 

 
Reversible changes which maybe experienced by the catalysts during the reaction, could only be observed 

by in-situ techniques. A brief overview of possible characterization methods for the OER is presented in 

the following sections. 

i. Electrochemical Characterization 
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Common PEM Electrolyzer stability assessment by galvanostatic testing provides information on 

performance losses under a given set of cell conditions (e.g., temperature, pressure, flow, current density, 

experiment runtime, etc.) but these measurements alone do not provide significant insight regarding the 

failure mechanism(s). Further electrochemical and physiochemical characterizations can address this 

issue. However, only about a third of the PEM tests reported in the literature give additional analysis such 

as cyclic voltammetry or impedance spectroscopy aside from the stability test itself.  

Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) 

With the appropriate potential limits, CVs can be recorded without irreversible changes in the catalyst 

structure/composition. This allows one to identify specific adsorption and oxidation state changes as well 

as quantification of the electrochemically active surface area. Currently, no general ECSA measurement 

(similar to that of the HUPD charge for platinum catalysts) exists for the OER catalysts. For Ir oxides, it is 

often accepted to relate the total anodic charge of a CV between 0.4 and 1.4 VRHE to the ECSA. However, 

this remains only a relative measure as long as data on completely planar single crystalline oxide surfaces 

is missing. Single crystalline IrOx films reported by Stoerzinger et al. would be the closest available in 

literature but have only been investigated in KOH and deviating potential limits.[117] For mixed oxides, it 

is debatable whether this assumption can be valid. If visible, it is possible to integrate the Ir oxidation 

peak at ~ 0.8-0.9 VRHE assuming one electron being transferred per Ir atom, but proper background 

subtraction can be difficult.[23b] This makes comparison to other catalyst families such as Ru-based 

catalysts difficult. Other methods (e.g., measuring the capacitive charge close to the open circuit potential) 

exist, but they have a relatively high uncertainty.[22] The specific adsorption/desorption charge of probe 

molecules (e.g., CO) is another method that has been widely utilized. Unfortunately, the active sites for 

CO adsorption may not be equivalent to the active sites for oxygen evolution. 
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Fig. 16: Degradation of Ir0.67Sn0.33O2 after repetitive potential cycles;  100 mV s-1; 0.5 M H2SO4
[110]; reprinted with permission 

from RSC 

CVs can be used to investigate stability or oxide formation by performing typically thousands of cycles 

at fast sweep rates (e.g., 500 mV s-1) and observing the changes in CV symmetry and peak shape. 

Continuous increases in current density during cycling up to 200 cycles have been reported for 

electrochemically oxidized, IrO2 based catalysts.[23b]  For example, an Ir0.67Sn0.33O2 electrocatalysts has 

been cycled over 6,000 cycles with the end result showing a significant change in CV shape (see Fig. 

16).[35i]  Dissolution of less stable species can be observed by a loss of redox features and decreasing 

current densities as the number of CV cycles increases. The dissolution of RuO4 species formed at high 

anodic potentials is a well-known problem with ruthenium oxide-based catalysts.[34] Surface roughening 

can be observed by a large increase in the capacitive currents in the CV.[65b] 

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) 

Electrical conductivity can either be measured ex-situ and, in the case of MEAs, also probe the in-plane 

conductivity or in-situ by EIS. In addition, EIS allows one to correct in-situ the measured current densities 

for the ohmic losses in the electrochemical cell setup. The EIS should be, if possible, executed as a 

frequency scan from MHz to lower Hz or even mHz. A full impedance spectrum provides additional 

information such as charge transfer and mass-transport resistances in the catalyst layer, and, it leads to a 

more accurate measure of the cell resistance than a one-point measurement.[118] Oh et al. report a 

mathematical correlation (see (5)) between the charge-transfer resistance (Rct) and catalyst loading (LIrOx 

in gIrOx cm-2
geo) as well as electrochemically active surface area (AIrOx in cm2

IrOx g-1
IrOx) that was confirmed 

experimentally.[74] 
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𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐~ 
1𝐴𝐴𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐿𝐿𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 (5) 

Their results revealed a linear correlation between loading and Rct for different ATO and C supports. 

After 15 h of galvanostatic operation the remaining loading (obtained by EDX and ICP) of IrOx/C did 

not correspond to a similar initial loading highlighting the loss of accessible active sites by carbon 

corrosion. Watzele and Bandarenka recently proposed the determination of the adsorption capacitance 

(Ca) from EIS spectra measured at low OER overpotentials as a promising alternative for surface area 

measurements of oxide electrodes.[33] According to the authors, their method yields similarly reliable 

results as HUPD or CO adsorption measurements on metallic electrodes avoiding the uncertainties of the 

double layer capacitance method. 

At high current densities in a PEM test station, the power source of an auxiliary EIS analyzer can influence 

the actual measurements performed by the test station, therefore alternative techniques such as current 

interrupt (CI) has been proposed.[118]  It is worth mentioning that the mass transport resistance is not 

accessible with the current mathematical models for CI, and EIS is required for this purpose. The same 

authors also discuss a sensor array for mapping the current density in order to identify “hot-spots” that 

potentially could cause dissolution. For a given water flow rate, current mapping shows a strong current 

dependence on dead zones that accumulate oxygen bubbles. A similar dependence on water starvation 

has been reported by other researchers as well.[119] 

ii. Lab-scale in-situ Techniques 

 
In-situ methods for studies of dissolution (degradation mechanism, sites vulnerable to corrosion) can 

provide a more detailed picture of degradation. Investigating isolated components in simplified systems 

first may give important insight here.[50a] As was recently pointed out by Frydendal et al., monitoring 

dissolution by mass-loss via electrochemical quartz-crystal microbalance (EQCM) measurements or mass 

spectrometry based techniques is very important in understanding the dissolution phenomena with respect 

to the applied electrochemical protocols.[120]  

EQCM  

EQCM setups have been widely employed[121] including the application to degradation processes.[122] For 

instance, Li et. al report the successful correlation of mass losses with potential while observing gas-

bubble effects.[123]  Drawbacks of EQCM are its limitation to small electrode areas (~ 1-2 cm2) and very 

thin catalyst layers (monolayers to nm), making it impossible to investigate PEM-catalysts in their usually 

applied form of an MEA. Because of the small electrode size, current densities are usually limited to the 

lower range (~1-2 mA cm-2), although higher currents (~ 20 mA cm-2) have also been reported. The mass 

loss alone does not contain direct information on the nature of the lost species, and additional analytical 

tools are therefore required. EQCM, however, allows the detection of re-deposition of dissolved species 

which is unique to this method. This is shown in Fig. 17 where the cyclic voltammetry in a) is correlated 

to the mass changes of the working electrode as seen in b). It is evident that with the emergence of stronger 

currents above 1.0 VAg/AgCl catalyst mass is lost even though the reductive peak at 0.6 VAg/AgCl corresponds 

to a certain redeposition of dissolved material.  
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Fig. 17: Following MnOx degradation by EQCM; a) CVs with b) their corresponding mass change curves[122b]; reprinted with 

permission from Elsevier 

SFC-ICP-MS 

A setup of a scanning flow cell (SFC) allowing for rapid sampling times and coupled with inductively 

coupled plasma-mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) providing the extent of catalyst dissolution in real time has 

recently been presented by several groups.[124] Mayrhofer et al. were able to quantify the iridium 

dissolution in an electrolyte in real time using the SFC-ICP-MS method.[124a] The obtained dissolution 

rates (ngdissolved metal ions s-1) can be directly correlated to the applied electrochemical conditions at which 

the dissolution occurs. With this knowledge, unstable potential regions can be avoided in real applications 

and thus extend the lifetime or the amount of information that can be used to design accelerated lifetime 

tests with maximized corrosion. Fig. 18  shows an example of the evolution of electrode potential and the 
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corresponding Ir dissolution over time. Upon stepping the potential from OCP down to 0.0 VRHE (t ~ 500 

s) a significant cathodic dissolution current is detected. When scanning the potential up to 1.2 VRHE only 

small amounts of Ir dissolution are measured. In the second cathodic scan dissolution is increased. 

Subsequently, stronger anodic dissolution is detected signaling a possible removal of a protective, 

passivating layer in the previous cathodic scans. The last cathodic dissolution peak can be explained by 

reduction of new oxide layers formed in the anodic scan.  

 
Fig. 18: Potential-Dissolution vs. Time Curve of an electrochemically oxidized iridium oxide as an example of SFC-ICP-MS 

measurements[44]; reprinted with permission from Elsevier 

Cherevko et al. demonstrated that on noble metal surfaces, dissolution generally occurs upon electrode 

immersion and during dynamic operation. Static dissolution is reported to be much smaller than for 

dynamic operation. The actual dissolution profile varies greatly between the metals investigated. For 

iridium, transient dissolution during oxidation starts at potentials above 0.8 VRHE but the dissolution vs. 

potential curve exhibits changing slopes with increasing potential. This indicates multiple processes or a 

change in the dissolution mechanism. Upon reaching OER potentials (≥ 1.4 VRHE) the dissolution rate 

increases rapidly, signaling a common intermediate in the OER and the corrosion reaction. During static 

operation (e.g., galvanostatic electrolysis) iridium shows lower (by at least ~20 %) dissolution rates than 

compared to transient operation. A thick, hydrous iridium oxide shows comparable dissolution behavior 

to iridium metal as long as the potential is kept below the OER region (≤ 1.2 VRHE). Several interesting 

differences for operation at higher potentials have been reported. During cycling, upper potential limits 

(UPL) of > 1.4 VRHE seem to stabilize the hydrous oxide against cathodic dissolution of the oxide. Anodic 

dissolution of IrOx is stronger (~ 2 x), but exhibits the same trend with increasing UPL as metallic Ir. Two 

important observations about anodic dissolution are that the onset of severe dissolution does not scale 

with the amount of oxide (catalytic activity) but is fixed at ~ 1.4 VRHE. Contrary to this, the onset of initial 

anodic dissolution is below the OER standard potential (≤ 1.23 VRHE). These observations lead to two 

conclusions: i) increasing the potential leads to a change in dissolution mechanism which is independent 

of the catalyst loading and activity, and ii) The early onset and start of severe dissolution rate at a fixed 
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potential when exceeding 1.4 VRHE are independent of OER activity, thus it seems possible to control the 

dissolution reaction independently of the OER activity of iridium-based catalysts.[44, 125]  

In galvanostatic experiments (mimicking real operation of a PEM electrolyzer), dissolution shows an 

inverse relation to the oxide thickness. Cherevko et al. argue that this is an activity effect. Thicker oxides 

exhibit a lower overpotential for OER, thus a lower potential (at the same current density) which leads to 

less dissolution. This is another indication for independently tunable processes for OER and dissolution. 

Dependence of dissolution on the scan rate, potential limits, and pretreatment have been shown especially 

for potentiodynamic measurements.[44, 95a, 125] In order to understand the Ir degradation mechanism better, 

a priority in stability studies should be the identification of the postulated Ir intermediates as mentioned 

in section 4.a.ii.  

Differential Electrochemical Mass-Spectrometry / On-Line Electrochemical Mass-Spectrometry 

(DEMS/OLEMS) 

Often, DEMS or OLEMS setups are used to evaluate the efficiency of electrocatalysts by quantifying the 

evolved oxygen [63b, 126] but the technique can be also used to elucidate the nature of postulated 

intermediate species and possible dissolution products. New setups provide improved time resolution 

without any loss in the measurement sensitivity.[127] Experiments tracing the isotope of interest (e.g., 

oxygen, deuterium or iridium) can identify whether the catalyst itself is participating in the reaction. For 

example, this isotope approach has been shown in combination with DEMS/OLEMS and also Raman 

spectroscopy.[31a, 43a, 128]  
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Fig. 19: DEMS signals of an O18 labelled, cycled RuNiOx electrode; a) CV b) O18-O18 mass signal c) O18-O16 signal[129]; reprinted 

with permission from Elsevier 

Fig. 19 shows the DEMS measurement of an O18 labelled RuNiOx electrode. The top graph a) shows the 

CV measured during the DEMS test while b) and c) show the corresponding ion currents for O2 formed 

by two O18 atoms or O18 + O16, respectively. With O18 being only available in the catalyst, lattice oxygen 

participation in the OER mechanism on this catalyst material can be assumed if after quantification more 

O18 evolved than would be available on the catalyst surface. A loss of faradaic efficiency of carbon 

supported OER catalysts above 1.5 VRHE could be attributed to accompanying carbon corrosion by an 

increase in CO2 mass signal (m/z = 44) during DEMS measurements.[74]  

Raman and Infrared-Spectroscopy 

Raman scattering and Fourier-transformed infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) have also been employed in in-

situ electrochemical studies because they provide mechanistic information and can elucidate the nature 

of the intermediates. Both techniques have proven to be powerful in observing surface species for 

different electrocatalytic processes.[130]Reier et al., for instance, relate the diminishing Raman signal 

intensity of iridium dioxide in concurrence with emerging peaks of TiO2 from the titanium substrate to 

loss of IrO2 by forming a mixed phase of Ti-Ir-oxide.[81]  
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iii. Full PEM-Cell in-situ Techniques  

 
The techniques mentioned in section 5.b.ii provide important insight into the mechanism and dissolution 

products of the OER, but are mainly limited to model systems in solution-based electrochemical cells and 

not actual PEM electrolyzers. Electrochemical techniques mentioned in section 5.b.i can be applied to 

full PEM cell tests by using the cathode as quasi-reference electrode or by employing a separate reference 

electrode and a number of methods have been developed to investigate the real catalyst state.  

Brightman et al. report the use of a reference electrode similarly to a Luggin capillary allowing them to 

detect anode/cathode contributions separately.[131] The two-phase flow of water and oxygen bubbles was 

investigated by several groups, including Selamet et al., by optical and neutron imaging in PEM 

electrolyzers.[132] The main outcome of Selamet et al.’s studies is the need for sufficient water flow of at 

least ξ > 3, where ξ is the ratio of H2O mass flow in versus H2O removed in eqn. (6) with ṁin = incoming, 

ṁcon = consumed and ṁeo = H2O lost to the cathode side by electro-osmotic drag.  𝝃𝝃 =  
�̇�𝒎𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊�̇�𝒎𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒊𝒊+�̇�𝒎𝒆𝒆𝒄𝒄 (6) 

In other words, the supplied amount of water has to be much higher than the amount consumed. If ξ ≤ 3, 
water starvation effects like uneven current distribution and slowed bubble flow, as well as membrane 

dehydration, start to occur. High currents promote slug over bubble flow and bigger bubbles tend to stick 

in the flow field pores or porous transport layer (PTL). Similar observations were also made by Tanaka 

et al. with X-Ray imaging of the bubble formation.[133] Mat et al. found that the bubble generation was 

not linearly related to the current as a higher surface fraction will be blocked at higher currents and will 

therefore not be available to the gas evolution reaction.[134] In order to tackle these bubble 

formation/transport problems, a flow field design similar to a cross-flow heat exchanger concept was 

developed by these authors. This completely suppressed slug flow in the investigated water flow range 

(26 – 1137 cm³ min-1) and thus could minimize current deviations caused by surface blockage.[135]  

Studying dissolution at high current densities in PEM-electrolyzers, complementary to SFC-ICP-MS 

measurements discussed in section 5.b.ii., could provide additional insight with respect to static 

dissolution at high current densities (100-2,000 mA cm-2). To perform a similar test in single-cell 

electrolyzer tests, the hardware must be modified with a leak-proof sampling port at the anode outlet to 

connect an ICP-MS. Because of the increased volume, the dead time will increase drastically, and real-

time observation of dissolution will not be possible. Since equilibration has to be achieved for each 

potential, a low sampling rate, e.g., extraction of samples every 30 min, seems reasonable, but has to be 

confirmed experimentally. 

iv. Synchrotron-based in-situ Techniques  

 
Recent specialized experimental setups allow the selective in-situ investigation of catalyst properties 

using very high energy (~ GeV) radiation sources. In these studies, a full PEM- electrolyzer setup is not 

an ideal test apparatus because of the large number of components and the overall complexity involved. 
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A reported PEM fuel cell setup for use in in-situ EXAFS may be applicable to PEM electrolysis if the 

necessary water film for operation can be kept sufficiently thin (≤ 1 µm) to avoid total absorption of the 

beams.[136] Synchrotron-based in-situ variations of X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) such as 

Extended X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) and X-Ray Absorption Near-Edge Spectroscopy 

(XANES) as well as X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) can help in identifying changes in the 

catalyst structure as well as surface species during and after catalysis. XAS is suitable to investigate ill-

defined and amorphous materials because it does not depend on the presence of long range order and as 

such is an ideal local probe for many of the OER catalysts whose active state(s) appear to be quite 

amorphous in structure. 

EXAFS and XANES 

A recent report on the catalytically active state of Co oxide for OER uses extensive synchrotron analysis 

to elucidate reversible structural changes during the oxygen evolution reaction.[94a] Quasi-in-situ EXAFS 

and XANES together with pre-/post-catalysis XPS allowed Bergmann et al. to deduct a reversible 

amorphization of the catalyst surface upon reaching OER potentials (~ 1.62 VRHE) that is accompanied 

by an increase in mean oxidation state and octahedrally coordinated di-µ-oxo bridged motifs.[94a] The 

energy of the selected element edge in the XANES spectra can be used to calculate the mean oxidation 

states.[137] For the cobalt oxide catalyst, Bergmann et al. have reported an oxidation state between +2/+3 

in the as-prepared state and up to 3+/4+ with increasing potential (up to 1.62 VRHE). Comparing 

simulations with the Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra allows deduction of the local atomic structure 

of the investigated element.  

Two other specialized techniques include AXAFS and Δµ XANES which are described in detail in a 
recent review.[137] AXAFS or Atomic X-Ray Absorption Fine-Structure analyzes scattering of the 

outgoing photoelectron by the absorber (and emitter) atom and its localized valence electrons. AXAFS 

signals can be fitted to give information on the number of bonds, shift of electron binding energies. The 

signal shape and intensity also depend on metal-support interactions and thus give valuable information 

for stability investigations. AXAFS has not been widely applied due to its delicate analysis, but its ability 

in offering new insight in the topic of catalyst stability should not be underestimated. 

Δµ XANES, on the other hand, adds surface sensitivity to XANES analysis.[138] However, its application 

in OER is limited. The technique is limited to small particles/crystallites (≤ 8 nm[138]) and is based on the 

assumption that the particles are metallic and do not change in shape and crystallinity during catalysis. 

New theoretical models that extend Δµ XANES to oxidized particles would need to be developed in order 

to apply this technique to the OER. 

XPS 

X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy has been widely applied in the studies of the (surface) composition 

and appearance of surface species in the pre- and post-analysis of electrocatalysts. Even though its 

interpretation is not facile at all, it is an important technique for in-depth characterization.[23b, 50a, 59a] 

Possible changes in the catalyst by UHV conditions should always be taken into account when analyzing 

XPS data. Only in recent years, with the development of near-ambient pressure XPS (NAP-XPS) in 
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operando XPS became possible.[139] Typical test cells employ a catalyst coated membrane serving as the 

working electrode exposed to the XPS chamber with an electrolyte reservoir at the counter electrode. 

Water supply to the working electrode is established by permeation through the membrane between the 

electrodes due to the pressure gradient.[139] Other setups measure the catalyst backside through a thin 

Si3N4 window, requiring the catalyst layer to be extremely thin.[140] 

 

Fig. 20: a) in-operando NAP-XPS spectra of water between Si3N4 windows and condensed on gold and b-e) photographic evidence 

of water droplet formation[139b]; reprinted with permission from Elsevier 

A small number of research groups have published NAP-XPS results for PEM electrolysis.[45, 141] XPS 

studies of OER require a fine balance between the applied pressure and liquid water film to result in 

adequate signal quality. It has been argued that low oxygen pressure limits the chemical potential of 

oxygen; thereby hindering the oxide layer growth. Inhibiting fast oxidation reaction allows analysis of 

the early onset of oxidation and corrosion reactions. A study by Arrigo et al. provided evidence for 

different oxide species on platinum during the electrolysis of water.[139a] Another study supports the theory 

of two distinct Ir surface oxides (dry, thin vs. “gel-like”, thicker) depending on the applied potentials.[45] 

Ogasawara and others observed the formation of OH species in the O 1s spectrum of IrO2 upon 

humidification and a reduction of the OH amounts during OER at 1.75 VRHE. Additionally, an Ir(V) 

species was detected in the Ir 4f spectrum during OER that is confined to the catalyst surface as spectra 

collected with higher incident energies (probing deeper catalyst layers) do not show the Ir (V) state.[141] 

The latter finding supports the corrosion mechanism suggested by Cherevko et al.[44] Another finding was 

the increase of µ2-oxo-bridge motifs in active Ir catalysts.[142] Stabilization of these motifs should help to 

maintain an active catalyst.  

v. Importance of in-situ Techniques 
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In-situ techniques are vital in providing insight into the OER catalyst degradation mechanism(s). In order 

to understand corrosion, the in-situ ICP-MS techniques in conjunction with DEMS or NAP-XPS are state-

of-the-art and provide unprecedented insight into reaction mechanism by correlating reaction products or 

intermediates with the electrochemical potential. These insights allow building of new catalyst protocols 

that can be used to either exacerbate dissolution in an ALT in order to understand their degradation 

mechanisms or minimize it for real applications. AXAFS, XPS and other related techniques can be used 

to monitor changes in the active state as well as catalyst support interactions and deduce reaction 

intermediates. 

 

6. A Comprehensive New Generalized Test Protocol of OER Catalyst Stability 

 
In this section, we derive a new comprehensive degradation and stability test protocol that should make 

stability data more standardized and comparable between laboratories and catalysts. The electrochemical 

stability test protocols are generally designed differently for full electrolyzer cell tests than for idealized 

model tests, such as RDE or stationary flat-plate measurements in three-electrode setups. Ideally, the 

same type of electrochemical stability test protocol could be used for both full electrolyzer cells and 

idealized classical electrochemical cells. The protocol proposed by McCrory et al. is used as a starting 

point and is shown in Fig. 21.[22] Measuring the elemental composition on the pristine electrode by XPS 

is an excellent method but not available to every lab. Ex-situ characterization by more commonly 

available methods such as ICP-OES, XRF and EDX are also possible (see 5.a). Based on our current state 

of understanding of OER catalyst degradation, especially based on insight from transient dissolution, we 

suggest the test protocol illustrated in Fig. 22. In order to remove the influence of massive transient 

dissolution by potential cycling on the initial catalyst activity, it is suggested to begin with an activity 

measurement. This is done by two quasi-stationary (5 mV s-1) potential cycles between 1.23 VRHE to a 

potential where a current density of 20 mA cm-2 is reached. Next, surface area and redox features are 

assessed by CV in suitable potential limits for the investigated catalyst and EIS, followed by measuring 

the catalytic activity with quasi-stationary scans and chronopotentiometry steps. Subsequently, initial 

steady-state stability can be measured in a galvanostatic measurement at 20 mA cm-2. The test is 

concluded with a second set of surface analysis and activity test to monitor changes after the stability run. 

The protocol should be conducted at 80 °C and with 1600 rpm in 0.05 M H2SO4 if done in an RDE setup. 

For PEM-cell tests a flow ratio of ξ > 3 should be maintained.  
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Fig. 21: Proposed protocol by McCrory et al.[22]; reprinted with permission from ACS 

 

Fig. 22: Proposed model-catalyst protocol, T = 80 °C, 0.05 M H2SO4, 1600 rpm in RDE, ξ > 3 in PEM-cell; based on the protocol 

proposed by McCrory et. al[22] 
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Our protocol can now be adapted for full PEM cell tests. Activity is probed by polarization curves while 

a stability test consisting of one of the two galvanostatic tests proposed in Table 4 is added. For the first 

set of test protocols, the intent is to pre-screen the catalysts and keep the comparability to already 

published results at 1 A cm-2. The second set of tests ensures that promising catalysts are suitable for 

long-term performance and more detailed studies at the DOE target of 2 A cm-2.  

Table 4: Proposed catalyst galvanostatic stability evaluation parameters 

Nature of Test Mode 
Temperature / 
°C 

Current Density / 

mA cm-2 
Time / hours 

Pre-Screening Galvanostatic 80 1000 24 

Full Study Galvanostatic 80 2000 100 

 

The stability test runtime must be commensurate to typical commercial electrolyzer stack performance 

lifetimes. A lifetime of 20,000-50,000 hours has been proposed as necessary for the state-of-the-art PEM 

electrolyzer stacks  by Smolinka et al. and Ayers et al.[13c, 143] These numbers emphasize the need for an 

accelerated lifetime test (ALT) that can be performed in a much shorter amount of time while still being 

representative of the catalyst degradation. The benefits of repetitive CV cycling are shown in Fig. 16 and 

well known from PEM fuel cell catalyst testing reports.[144] Increased dissolution during transient 

operation, as shown by SFC-ICP-MS, makes extensive cycling numbering in the thousands of cycles at 

500 mV s-1 a plausible technique to provide degradation data similar to prolonged static operation. 

Alternatively, it has also been shown that a combined duty-cycle protocol, consisting of constant 

operation in consecutive, potentiostatic steps followed by transient operation in slow OER-CVs and 

multiple repetitions of the two test modes serves as an ALT.[37] These two methods can be combined into 

one by the use of square wave voltammetry. Assuming a CV cycling protocol, the extent of catalyst 

dissolution (in ng s-1) can be precisely defined. The amount of dissolved iridium during galvanostatic 

operation and the corresponding cycle number for dissolving the same amount of iridium during transient 

operation (0.05 - 1.4 VRHE; 500 mV s-1) was calculated based on the numbers presented by Cherevko et 

al.[44] The results are presented in Fig. 23 for different electrolyzer runtimes. The calculations are 

presented in the supporting information. Clearly, the advantage of an ALT is shown since in less than 24 

hours of potential cycling the iridium dissolution of 5,000 hours of galvanostatic operation can be met. 

The experimental runtime can be decreased substantially by using the suggested ALT. However, 

simulating plant runtimes of 20,000 or 50,000 hours will still take a lot of time and should be reserved 

for specific cases close to commercialization. 
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Fig. 23: Comparative runtimes of galvanostatic and potentiodynamic operation based on reaching similar dissolution levels. 

Dissolution values are extrapolated from measurements by Cherevko et al. at room temperature in 0.1 M H2SO4.  Inset shows an 

enlarged section for galvanostatic runtimes of 24 and 48 h. 

Similar to the suggested protocol in Fig. 22, the ALT (shown in Fig. 24) should start with a polarization 

curve to measure initial activity before damaging the catalyst any further. Surface area and redox features 

are measured with CVs and EIS before the accelerated testing is conducted. Based on the calculations 

above, cycling between 0.04 and 1.4 VRHE at 500 mV s-1 for 15,000 cycles is suggested. Alternatively, 

square-wave cycling in the same potential limits with a 3 s hold period per potential step is suggested for 

14,000 cycles (where one cycle has a period of 6 s). The latter has been shown to exhibit the most 

pronounced dissolution rate for the thermally oxidized IrO2 films by the same authors.[95a] Because of 

missing data points, a similar calibration plot as for CV data in Fig. 23 could not be compiled. Thus, the 

actual extent of dissolution by square-wave cycling is yet to be determined. The protocol is completed 

with a second set of surface area characterization, followed by a polarization curve. The potential limits 

of the ALT cycling are based on findings of Cherevko et al.[44] Maximized dissolution for these two 

limiting potentials is shown by the authors. This ALT is suitable for testing full PEM electrolyzer cells as 

well as model systems in classical electrochemical three-electrode cells. 
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Fig. 24: Proposed ALT protocol for accelerated stability testing, designed for both – three-electrode and single cell electrolyzer 

setups; ALT square-wave cycling is explained in the left part.  

Further research focused on static dissolution during operation at higher current densities (1-2 A cm-2) as 

suggested in section 5.b. is necessary to provide insight on the actual dissolution. Irrespective of the 

results, the observed relation of higher dissolution during transient operation than in static operation 

should hold true. Therefore, the suggested ALT cycling should provide the expected enhanced 

dissolution, even though the absolute numbers might change. For oxides containing no or low contents 

of iridium the dissolution behavior may change and the ALT in itself should not necessarily be considered 

as sufficient test of stability. Combined with pre- and post-ALT characterization or in-situ analysis other 

influences on degradation such as particle sintering or detachment can be identified and investigated 

further. Furthermore, addition of controlled amounts of impurities or changing the temperature these 

influences can be studied as well. In full PEM-cell tests monitoring the fluorine release rate (FRR) of 

Nafion-based cells can give additional information on the membrane degradation.[145] F-release from the 

membrane may also attack Ti-based supports as mentioned earlier. 

In order to support understanding and enhance comparability of results, OER activities and stability 

should be reported in standardized values. We suggest normalizing the current to the total active metal 

mass or molar loading of active material in the catalyst. Until a true active area measurement can be 

established, this seems to be the most realistic and convenient methods allowing comparison of OER 

results in the literature and between different laboratories. Electrode potentials should be reported as iR-

corrected voltage against RHE which allows consistent and easy comparison of results. The latter is an 

often overlooked source of errors. We propose to report activity at 1.5 VRHE (270 mV overpotential) and 

at 10 A g-1, as suggested earlier by Fabbri et al.[13a] The former potential, which corresponds to the DOE 
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goals[13c], is well above the OER onset of promising catalysts, and furthermore currents are moderate, 

ruling out any mass transport/bubble blockage problems masking the actual activity. For full cell PEM 

electrolyzer tests the activity should be additionally reported at 2 A cm-2 to highlight possible 

shortcomings with respect to the DOE goal of reaching this current density at 1.5 VRHE. Because of the 

apparent differences in three-electrode setups and full PEM cells, the latter is not suitable for model 

catalyst measurements done in an RDE or similar setups. Tests should be conducted in 0.05 M H2SO4 at 

80 °C or, if not possible, at room temperature (mainly in RDE or for ease of operation). The former 

corresponds to the operating temperature of commercial PEM water electrolyzers. Stability should be 

reported by three figures of merit: i) the change in activity after a preliminary stability run (Δj at η = 270 
mV) ii) the potential degradation during galvanostatic operation (Δη / mV h-1), and iii) the runtime of 

either galvanostatic operation or ALT cycling (t / h or # of cycles until catalyst failure). If possible a 

dissolution value (even if obtained ex-situ) should be given. We define initial signs of catalyst instability 

as a 50% increase in overpotential during galvanostatic operation or by the complete disappearance of 

redox features in the ALT cycling. If the FRR is measured, the DOE end-of-life (EOL) criteria for 10 % 

total fluoride loss can be applied to full PEM-cell tests using Nafion membranes.[145]  

A detailed discussion of possible sources of errors (random and systematic) is beyond the scope of this 

paper. However, statistical significance of the data based on an appropriate number of measurements and 

samples, is vital to ensure repeatability of results obtained in a given laboratory. For further confidence, 

reproducibility tests (i.e., performing similar measurements but in a different laboratory) and testing of 

protocols between a number of labs should be performed. Industry associations such as the US Fuel Cell 

Council have found this approach important for standardization and commercialization of the technology. 

 

7. Conclusions 

 
a. Suggested Physical and Electrochemical Characterization Protocol 

A literature review was conducted to survey the most common test conditions used to evaluate catalyst 

stability in single-cell electrolyzer test stations. It was found that a 24-hour test with a cell temperature of 

80 °C, a current density of 1-2 A cm-2 while operating in galvanostatic mode were the most common 

parameters used. The choice of these parameters were rationalized based on mimicking commercial 

electrolyzer conditions while respecting the material (i.e., membrane dehydration) and test station limits. 

As such, these exact parameters were listed as the suggested pre-screening protocol for catalyst stability. 

Fig. 25 summarizes possible influences on catalyst stability discussed in the previous sections. Two main 

categories (dark red) govern the catalyst stability (blue) pictured on top. Material stability covers 

properties affecting stability independent of test conditions distinguished between supported and bulk 

materials whereas operational stability is made up of processes affecting catalyst stability during an 

electrochemical test. Below these subcategories (dark red) the phenomena affecting the corresponding 

categories are listed in purple. 
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Fig. 25: Influences on catalyst stability as discussed in the previous sections; arrows indicate sublevels; lines connect equal levels 

Commercial stack requirements for runtime are within the 20,000-50,000 hour range. A repetitive CV 

protocol was designed to mimic similar PEM electrolyzer degradation effects observed by in-situ ICP-

MS measurement. This protocol should be representative of commercial lifetimes while significantly 

reducing the test duration. Together with the previously developed pre-screening protocol, a more 

extensive ALT test protocol as shown previously in Fig. 24 is suggested as a stability benchmark for OER 

catalysts in PEM electrolysis. The suggested protocol is based on stability data for iridium oxide which 

is the most common catalyst or catalyst base material for acidic PEM electrolyzers to date. 

Physical characterization is a crucial part of understanding catalyst stability but specific characterization 

tools might not be available to every lab. While research focusing on elucidating the corrosion mechanism 

is dependent on the techniques introduced in section 5.b., a general physical characterization based on 

techniques available to most labs is suggested. 

A thorough identification of catalysts should be done by at least investigating phase and crystallinity 

(XRD), composition (ICP, EDX, XRF or XPS) and homogeneity (SEM/TEM). One of the technologies 

mentioned for each property should be available to most labs or at least at every institute and thus allow 
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a comparative characterization of catalysts. Pre- and post-characterization is an initial insight to catalyst 

degradation, and will build the knowledge-base (if reported) for all new electrolyzer catalyst materials. 

Fundamental understanding of the degradation reaction mechanism may be possible by combining these 

insights with in-situ investigations in the future. Standardized figures of merit for reporting catalyst 

activity and stability are suggested. 

b. Scope and Application 

 
The goal of this review was to highlight the importance and the limited current state of understanding of 

OER catalyst stability.  We also addressed the lack of standardization for both performing and reporting 

catalyst stability analysis today, which makes it difficult to compare results generated from different 

laboratories in a meaningful way. The extensive ALT protocol coupled with the suggested physical 

characterization techniques is an attempt to provide a standard method, similar to the standard figures of 

merit that exist for the ORR. The implications of this work include advancing fundamental insight and 

understanding of the OER and its degradation mechanisms while providing guidance on conducting 

experiments efficiently without being too financially or resource demanding. Achieving OER catalyst 

stability measurement standards moves us towards improved information exchange, more reliable results, 

and overall growth in the field of water electrolysis.
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